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Abstract
Camera Traps are extensively used to observe wildlife in
their natural habitat without disturbing the ecosystem. This
could help in the early detection of natural or human threats
to animals, and help towards ecological conservation. Cur-
rently, a massive number of such camera traps have been
deployed at various ecological conservation areas around
the world, collecting data for decades, thereby requiring
automation to detect images containing animals. Existing
systems perform classification to detect if images contain
animals by considering a single image. However, due to
challenging scenes with animals camouflaged in their nat-
ural habitat, it sometimes becomes difficult to identify the
presence of animals from merely a single image. We hypoth-
esize that a short burst of images instead of a single image,
assuming that the animal moves, makes it much easier for
a human as well as a machine to detect the presence of ani-
mals. In this work, we explore a variety of approaches, and
measure the impact of using short image sequences (burst
of 3 images) on improving the camera trap image classifi-
cation. We show that concatenating masks containing se-
quence information and the images from the 3-image-burst
across channels, improves the ROC AUC by 20% on a test-
set from unseen camera-sites, as compared to an equivalent
model that learns from a single image.
1. Motivation
Camera Traps are extensively used to observe wildlife in
their natural habitat. A camera trap is a remotely activated
camera that is equipped with a motion sensor or an infrared
sensor, or uses a light beam as a trigger. Camera trapping is
a method to capture wild animals on film without disturbing
the ecosystem, and has been used in ecological research for
decades [19]. This could help in the early detection of natu-
ral or human threats to animals, and help towards ecological
conservation.
Currently, a massive number of such camera traps have
been deployed at various ecological conservation areas
around the world, collecting data for decades. Wildlife
researchers are interested in performing ecological stud-
ies like population estimation of different animal species
across different seasons of a particular ecological conser-
vation area. But, due to the vast size of data, it is often
very difficult for researchers to go through all the images
taken by the camera traps manually to perform such stud-
ies. Automating the process of labeling camera trap images
has had a high impact on enabling wildlife research at such
scales and as a result, it has been an active area of research
in recent times.
The AI for Earth group at Microsoft [12] has devel-
oped the MegaDetector [10], and the Microsoft AI for Earth
Species Classification [13] software, which uses deep learn-
ing to identify the animal species present in a given image.
These models are trained on various open-source camera
trap images and have achieved great results. These systems,
however, perform classification on a single image. Due to
challenging scenes with animals camouflaged in their natu-
ral habitat and due to dark scenes from night, it is very dif-
ficult to identify and classify animals from merely a single
image. Moreover, a large number of instances in camera-
trap data have such scenes. For instance, in many cases, it
is very hard to spot small animals like birds using a still im-
age, where it looks well-camouflaged within a thick forest
scene, and we can only spot it when we observe its moving
tail from a burst of images. This problem gets particularly
challenging during night time, for instance - if a rabbit is
found at night, we only see two bright dots (rabbit’s eyes)
in a single image, but over a short sequence (burst) of im-
ages, we can see these bright dots move in a pattern which
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enables us to identify it as a rabbit.
We hypothesize that on utilizing the sequence informa-
tion present in a short burst of images, assuming that the
animal moves, it becomes much easier for a human as well
as a machine to detect the presence of an animal. Hence, in
this research project, we explore and measure the impact of
using image sequences on improving the camera trap image
classification.
This paper initially provides a brief review of prior lit-
erature, then establishes the problem statement along with
the dataset description. This is followed by a detailed de-
scription of the proposed methodology, and the discussion
of results.
2. Literature Review
Wei et al. [18] built a tool named ’Zilong’ that uses an
image processing based approach to identify empty images
in a camera trap dataset. They use pixel-level differences
between frames to measure color change and the Sobel al-
gorithm to identify edges. They have a slightly separate
pipeline for foggy vs. non-foggy images. While this ap-
proach is extremely fast due to the simplicity of the compu-
tational steps, it performed poorly in scenarios where empty
images contained swinging vegetation since these are usu-
ally associated with color intensity and edge change. Un-
like Wei et al. [18], Yousif et al. [22] built a software tool
named ’Animal Scanner’ which uses both computer vision
algorithms and deep learning to detect and classify mov-
ing objects. Similar to us, they mainly focus on aiding the
removal of empty frames in camera trap images. Their pre-
dictions fall into three categories: animal, human, and back-
ground. They use the information available in the sequences
for background subtraction thereby identifying regions that
could potentially contain a moving object. This helps in
removing focus from the heavy vegetation present in most
scenes in the wild. They then reduce the false positive
foreground proposals caused by the varying intensity levels
within the same sequence. Finally, they use a Deep Convo-
lutional Neural Network with a configurable input size and
convolutional layers to classify the proposed regions.
Jhony Heriberto et al. [6] proposed a multi-layer ro-
bust principal component analysis (multi-layer RPCA) ap-
proach for background subtraction. Their method computes
sparse and low-rank images from a weighted sum of de-
scriptors, using color and texture features as a case of study
for camera-trap images segmentation. The segmentation al-
gorithm is composed of histogram equalization or Gaus-
sian filtering as pre-processing, and morphological filters
with active contour as post-processing. They optimize the
parameters of their multi-layer RPCA using an exhaustive
search.
Marco Willi et al. [21] used Convolutional neural net-
works (CNNs) in their work to differentiate among images
of different animal species, images of humans or vehicles,
and empty images. They worked with a combination of
many famous datasets and showed that with transfer learn-
ing, the performance improvement in classification is quite
significant in this domain. Our interesting approach to use
transfer learning to initialize non-standard networks (which
vary in the size of the input layer) was motivated by their
gain in performance.
To exploit the sequence information present in the bursts,
Jeff Donahue et al. [4] used an LSTM layer by wrapping
each image in a sequence in separate convolutional lay-
ers. Each image in the sequence would be wrapped inside a
TimeDistributed layer, where each image would be treated
as a single timestamp. Once the features were generated for
each image inside a sequence, an LSTM layer would then
be added after this to see if any information can be extracted
from the features of the images. Jeff Donahue et al. [4] used
a new method such that instead of taking the output of only
the last cell from the LSTM layer, they took the output of
each cell and average the predictions to get one final predic-
tion. In this work, we explore this approach on our dataset.
In this section, we discussed several prior research stud-
ies that tried to utilize sequence information for image clas-
sification. In this research, we explore some of these meth-
ods along with a simple channel-concatenation approach
on a considerably large camera-trap dataset, to determine
if such sequence information is beneficial for camera-trap
image classification.
3. Problem Statement
In this project, we focus on a binary classification task to
predict whether a sequence of images (burst of 3 images),
contains an animal or not. In order to determine if the se-
quence information helps, we consider the following two
categories of models:
• Baseline Models: Single-image-based models that
learn from a single-image input (single image from the
burst of images), and does not utilize any sequence
information. These models represent the currently
adopted strategy in many systems.
• Sequence Models: Models that utilize sequence infor-
mation from the burst or sequence of images in some
way during the training and inference processes.
Our main aim is to determine if the addition of sequence-
information that is present in the image sequences help in
improving the image classification process. In other words,
we aim to test if the Sequence Models perform better than
the Baseline models on the test set. We use Area under
ROC [20] as our primary evaluation metric for measuring
the performance of the image classification models.
Further, we consider 2 scenarios for evaluation, based on
the way we split the data for training and testing - uniform
split and camera-site based split. Firstly, for the uniform
split scenario, we consider a scenario where we assume that
data from every camera-site is required during the training
time, for which we split the data uniformly across all im-
age sequences to form train, validation and test sets. How-
ever, this assumption would imply that we are required to
retrain for every new camera-site installation by labeling a
few image-sequences from the new camera site. In order to
overcome this limitation, we consider the second scenario
of camera-site based split, where we split the data based on
the camera-sites, to form train, validation and test sets con-
taining image sequences from mutually exclusive camera-
sites.
3.1. Dataset Description
The Wellington dataset [1] comprises of 90150 image
sequences (burst of images) collected from camera traps
across 187 camera-sites in Wellington, New Zealand, and
is open for public non-commercial research purposes. Each
image sequence consists of 3 images leading to a total
of 270450 images in the dataset consuming 190 GB disk
space. The data contains image sequences (bursts) that are
captured in daylight and at night. In most cases, it is very
hard to visually spot an animal by just seeing a single image
because the animal is either very small or is camouflaged
against the background, but we can spot the animal by ob-
serving the burst of images. Few sample sequences from
the dataset are shown in Figure 1.
Each of the sequences has been hand-labeled into one of
the 17 classes: 15 classes corresponding to various animal
species, the empty class for sequences that contain no an-
imals, and the unclassifiable. However, for this study, we
binarize the labels to whether the sequence contains an an-
imal or not. This dataset is listed on Lila BC [2] which
internally uses Microsoft Azure to host the data. All the im-
age labels are maintained in COCO Camera Traps Format
[11]. Labels in the dataset are given at a sequence level i.e.,
each image within a sequence has the same label. In other
words, a burst or sequence of 3 images would be treated as
a single data point and would have a corresponding label.
Data processing steps and further details regarding the data
is available in Section 4.
4. Methodology
This section describes the data pre-processing steps, the
training and inference pipeline software framework imple-
mentation details, followed by baseline model approaches
and sequence-model approaches.
4.1. Data Processing
The Wellington dataset [1] is available as two zip files,
one containing all the images and the other containing the
metadata. The metadata is a CSV file that specifies which
image belongs to which sequence, and the label associated
with it amongst other details.
During our initial exploration, we found that not all se-
quences had 3 images. We had to discard such sequences
for the purpose of maintaining uniformity. We also ex-
cluded the sequences which were ’Unclassifiable’ since we
could not say what the true labels were. We binarized the
label to whether an animal is present or not. Finally, we cre-
ated a new tabular dataset by pivoting the existing one, so
that each new row represents a sequence, and contains ref-
erences to the images that belong to this sequence and the
label associated with them. We opted for this structure in
order to simplify the ingestion of data in the pipeline down-
stream. All images were resized to 224px2 in order to work
with a manageable size for running the computations in a
reasonable amount of time.
We create two sets of train, validation and test sets for the
two scenarios described in the Section 3 - uniform split and
camera-site based split. In both scenarios, we up-sampled
the empty-sequences (sequences not containing any ani-
mal) to balance the class distribution in the training set, but
we perform down-sampling (random removal) of sequences
with animals in order to balance the validation and test sets.
Firstly, for the uniform split scenario, the dataset into train,
validation and test set in the ratio 0.70, 0.15 and 0.15 re-
spectively, by uniform random sampling, resulting in 62165
sequences for training, out of which 51426 sequences con-
tained an animal while 10738 sequences were empty. Af-
ter balancing the class distribution as mentioned above, the
validation and test sets contained 4279 and 4601 sequences
respectively. Secondly, for the camera-site based split sce-
nario, we considered 111, 36 and 35 camera-sites for train-
ing, validation and test sets respectively, by random selec-
tion. After balancing the class distribution as mentioned
above, the validation and test sets contained 5969 and 6453
sequences respectively. Note that all the data splits in both
scenarios have a balanced class distribution.
We built a highly-configurable data pipeline using the
Dataset API provided by TensorFlow [16] that would work
with sequences of any sizes. This pipeline handles loading,
processing, batching and pre-fetching of images from the
disk in order to speed up the training process. The pipeline
performs random augmentations such as flipping, rotating,
color augmentation, etc. on the sequence level. Since the
input data is a sequence of three images, the output required
from the pipeline varies for each type of model that we plan
to work with. Some require only one of the images from the
sequence, some require all three as separate data points and
some require a single image with multiple channels. The
Figure 1. Four sequences from Wellington camera-trap data showing a burst of three images in each sequence. The sequences shown on
left-top (bird found in full daylight), left-bottom (bird found in low daylight) and right-top (hedgehog found at night time), contain a small
animal which is hard to spot by looking at a single image, but easier to spot when seen as a burst of images as there is a slight directional
animal movement. The sequence on the right-bottom is empty (does not contain any animal), but contains slight arbitrary movement of
leaves due to wind. Crop individual images and observe them by quick flipping to observe the movement of each sequence.
pipeline allows for all this flexibility by setting the ’mode’
configuration while creating the object.
We faced a few computational challenges with respect
to pre-processing and disk bottleneck. Working with gradi-
ent descent based optimizers entails making multiple passes
over the dataset. Since our dataset is 190 GB on the disk,
reading, holding in memory and processing this data takes
up a lot of memory and time. In order to tackle this limi-
tation, we need to reduce on-the-fly operations as much as
we can. We do this by first performing the resizing opera-
tion before the training process begins. We pick the size of
the image based on the input layer requirement of the pre-
trained network weights that we plan to use. Then, we batch
the dataset and perform random augmentations and other
processing on the fly. Batching helps reduce the memory
load on the GPU. If a mode requires a single image from
a sequence, we avoid reading the other images of the se-
quences in order to speed up the training process. As ex-
plained in the previous process, reading, augmenting and
generating data points is an expensive operation. The ac-
tual gradient calculation is, however, relatively faster mak-
ing the loading operation a bottleneck. We tackle this issue
by pre-fetching multiple subsequent in parallel batches and
keeping them in memory for the GPU to use when it finishes
processing the current batch.
4.2. Model Training and Inference Framework Im-
plementation
We use Azure Blob storage and Azure computes to store
and run our models respectively. In order to quickly load the
data onto different Virtual Machines (VMs), we have stored
the data on an Azure Disk, which we can easily mount to
different VMs. We would be using TensorFlow 2.0 for im-
plementing our data pipelines and model architectures due
to its popularity and well-documented user guides. All of
our code is in Python 3, can be found on our GitHub repos-
itory.
We designed and implemented a framework based on
TensorFlow 2.0 which has an independent data pipeline,
model architectures, training pipeline and inference (eval-
uation) pipeline. This allows us to work independently on
different models, and easily integrate and test our solutions.
4.3. Baseline Model
As introduced in Section 3, we consider single-image
based models (which do not utilize any form of sequence
information) as baseline models. During training time, all
images from a sequence are considered as independent data-
points having the same label as the one associated with the
sequence, and therefore, all images from all training se-
quences are used independently to train the baseline mod-
els. However, during inference time, only the first-image of
each sequence in the test-set is used to obtain the predicted
labels, in order to maximize the chance of an animal being
present in the frame since this image is captured as soon as
the sensor on the camera gets triggered.
We experimented with various standard CNN architec-
tures like VGG-16 [14], InceptionResNet-V2 [15], and vari-
ations of ResNet [7] like ResNet-50, ResNet-101, ResNet-
152, and ResNet-152-V2 [8]. These architectures were cho-
sen as they have been proven to perform well on ImageNet
[3] challenge. We initialized the network with pre-trained
weights from ImageNet prior to training to achieve faster
and better convergence.
Figure 2. Different approaches for the extraction of sequence in-
formation from the 3 images in the sequence (burst of 3 images).
The Background Subtraction and Dense Optical Flow Generation
branches correspond to Sequence Information Channel Concate-
nation approach described in Section 4.4.1, and the LSTM Time
Distributed branch corresponds to Recurrent Neural Architecture
approach described in Section 4.4.2.
4.4. Proposed Sequence Models
As described in Section 5, ResNet-152 architecture per-
forms well as a baseline (single-image classifier) compared
to other network architectures. Therefore, ResNet-152 ar-
chitecture is used as the backbone feature-extractor (base
CNN-architecture) for the sequence models. We propose
Sequence Information Channel Concatenation approach de-
scribed in Section 4.4.1, and compare it to the Recurrent
Neural Architecture approach described in Section 4.4.2.
The Figure 2 shows a pictorial overview of the sequence
modeling approaches.
4.4.1 Sequence Information Channel Concatenation
The sequence information is extracted as a mask from the
three images of the burst using either of the following two
methods. The below methods were considered due to their
proven effectiveness in motion analysis research. The re-
sulting masks are concatenated to the first-image or all three
images of the sequence across channels, and is considered
as the input-layer for the ResNet-152 model.
• MOG2 Mask: This is an OpenCV implementation
of a Gaussian Mixture-based Background/Foreground
Segmentation Algorithm. It is based on two papers
by Z.Zivkovic [23][24]. One important feature of this
algorithm is that it selects the appropriate number of
Gaussian distributions for each pixel and hence, it pro-
vides better adaptability to varying scenes due to illu-
mination changes etc. We create a background sub-
tractor object by passing all the frames of the sequence
to the function call. This then returns us a grayscale
mask that differentiates between the background, fore-
ground and the shadows.
• Optical Flow RGB Mask: Dense Optical Flow us-
ing Gunnar Faurnebacks algorithm [5] results in an
RGB mask (colors represent direction of motion). This
method takes 2 images in a sequence and produces a
mask. Since we have 3 images in our sequence, we get
two Optical Flow masks - Optical Flow RGB Mask-
1-2 computed between the first and the second image,
and Optical Flow RGB Mask-2-3 computed between
the second and the third image. However, for most of
our experiments, we take a simple average of these two
masks which is referred in the rest of the paper as Op-
tical Flow RGB Mask.
The comparison of the masks produced by MOG2 and
Dense Optical Flow for a few sequences has been shown
in Figure 3, which provides insight on how the sequence
information is being highlighted.
We experiment with a variety of channel-wise concate-
nation possibilities, by modifying the first (input) layer of
the model. Note that we initialize weights for the chan-
nels corresponding to the original image (the first image or
all three images from the sequence), and the channels cor-
responding to the optical-flow output (RGB channels) with
the ImageNet pre-trained weights, but use a random-normal
initialization for the MOG2 grayscale mask. Based on this
approach, we experimented with the following models hav-
ing variations in the input layer. Image1, Image2 and Im-
age3 refer to the first, second and third images of the se-
quence respectively. Figure 4 shows this approach pictori-
ally for the Hybrid-13-Channel model described below.
• MOG2-4-Channel: Image1 (3) stacked with MOG2
grayscale mask (1) across channels to form 4-Channel
input layer.
• MOG2-10-Channel: Image1 (3), Image2 (3) and Im-
age2 (3) stacked across channels along with MOG2
grayscale mask (1) to form 10-Channel input layer.
• OpticalFlow-6-Channel: Image1 (3) stacked with
Optical Flow RGB mask (3) across channels to form
6-Channel input layer.
• OpticalFlow-15-Channel: Image1 (3), Image2 (3)
and Image2 (3) stacked across channels along with Op-
tical Flow RGB mask-1-2 (3) and Optical Flow RGB
mask-2-3 (3) to form 15-Channel input layer.
• Hybrid-13-Channel: Image1 (3), Image2 (3) and Im-
age2 (3) stacked across channels along with Optical
Flow RGB mask (3) and MOG2 grayscale mask (1) to
form 13-Channel input layer.
Figure 3. Comparison of MOG2 grayscale mask and Optical Flow RGB mask. The figure shows the first image in the sequence, MOG2
mask and Optical Flow RGB mask for the four sequences shown in Figure 1. The sequences shown on left-top (bird found in full daylight),
left-bottom (bird found in low daylight) and right-top (hedgehog found at night time), contain a small animal, whose slight directional
movement is represented in MOG2 mask (direction of motion is not captured) and Optical Flow RGB mask (the direction of motion gets
represented by color). The sequence on the right-bottom is empty (does not contain any animal), but the slight arbitrary movement of
leaves due to wind causes random noises in MOG2 mask and Optical Flow RGB mask.
Figure 4. Concatenated input layer along with the backbone
CNN architecture (ResNet-152) shown for the Hybrid-13-Channel
model. The other sequence information channel concatenation
models described in Section 4.4.1 use a similar approach.
• OpticalFlow-Only (6-Channel): Optical Flow RGB
mask-1-2 (3) and Optical Flow RGB mask-2-3 (3)
stacked across channels to form 6-Channel input layer.
• OpticalFlow-MOG2-only (7-Channel): Optical
Flow RGB mask-1-2 (3), Optical Flow RGB mask-2-3
(3) and MOG2 grayscale mask (1) stacked across
channels to form 7-Channel input layer.
4.4.2 Recurrent Neural Architecture
LSTM [9] network architecture is proven to work well in
learning sequence information, especially in the Natural
Language Processing domain. Therefore, we considered
this method of learning the sequence information present
in our short-sequence of images, for a comparative study.
This model is referred to as ’LSTM’ model in the rest of the
paper.
In this model, each frame is considered as a time step
for the LSTM layer. A TimeDistributed wrapper in Ten-
sorFlow [17] is used over each image in the sequence, such
that the base CNN-architecture is used for each image in the
sequence. Thus, each image in the sequence passes through
the base-CNN to extract features. The features of all the im-
ages in the sequence are then considered as timestamps and
passed onto the LSTM layer. Note that for LSTM model,
the backbone architecture used was ResNet-50 instead of
ResNet-152.
All models were trained upto 10 epochs (as we have a
large training set), with a learning rate of 10−4 with Adam
optimizer. Checkpoints were taken at each quarter of an
epoch, and the inference was run on the validation set to
determine the validation ROC AUC at that checkpoint. The
models were early stopped by monitoring validation ROC
AUC at each checkpoint with a patience of 3 checkpoints.
The batch-size was based on GPU capacity of 12 GB (Tesla
K80), and was set to 32 or 16 based on the model (we had
to reduce the batch-size for models inputting images with
multiple channels to accommodate it within the GPU mem-
ory). The best model was saved at each checkpoint when
the model resulted in an improved validation ROC AUC.
Under this setting, theBaseline model took about 13 hours,
and the sequence models took about 6 hours to converge.
Each of the above configurations is evaluated on the
held-out test-sets of both the uniform split scenario and the
camera-site based split scenario. The ROC AUC on the
test-sets is compared across the baseline model and the dif-
ferent types of sequence-models, in order to determine if the
sequence information can effectively be used to improve the
classification performance.
Model Architecture Test ROC AUCUniform Split
VGG-16 0.60
ResNet-50 0.85
ResNet-101 0.84
ResNet-152 0.85
ResNet-152-V2 0.84
InceptionResNet-V2 0.84
Table 1. Performance comparison of CNN architectures for the
Baseline model (single-image based model) on the held-out test set
of uniform split scenario. We observe that ResNet models perform
well, with ResNet-50 and ResNet-152 providing the best perfor-
mance. However, for better flexibility, ResNet-152 is considered
as the backbone architecture for sequence-based models.
5. Results and Discussion
In this section, we describe the selection of the best per-
forming baseline-model, which would henceforth be used
as a backbone CNN architecture for the sequence mod-
els described in Section 4.4. Further, we compare the
performance of different sequence-models to the baseline
model, followed by the discussion to determine whether the
sequence-information is helpful to our problem.
The comparison of the performance of the baseline-
model architectures on the test-set of uniform split sce-
nario has been summarized in Table 1. We observe that the
ResNet-50 and ResNet-152 architecture provide the highest
ROC AUC of 0.85. Therefore, we consider ResNet-152 as
the backbone CNN architecture for sequence-models, as it
has more parameters than ResNet-50 which may behelpful
for sequence-models. This also implies that ResNet-152 ar-
chitecture is a good feature extractor from single-images. If
any of the sequence models can achieve better performance
on the test-set on both the scenarios, then it would imply
that sequence information is useful for our problem.
The Table 2 shows the performance of all the sequence-
models compared to the baseline model on the held-out test-
sets of both the uniform split scenario and the camera-site
based split scenario. We observe a drop in the performance
on all the models in the camera-site based split scenario
as compared to the uniform split scenario, which can be
expected due to the presence of new scenes in the test set
from unseen camera-sites. However, in both the scenarios,
we observe that the channel-concatenated sequence mod-
els (described in Section 4.4.1) significantly outperform
the corresponding Baseline models, as Hybrid-13-Channel
model performs 11% and 20% better than the Baseline
on the test sets of uniform split scenario and camera-site
based split scenario, respectively. Note that the channel
concatenated sequence models share identical feature ex-
traction layers with Baseline models i.e., the same back-
bone ResNet-152 architecture, but still, they result in signif-
icantly better performance. This implies that the sequence
information captured in Optical Flow and MOG2 masks are
effectively utilized by concatenating across the channels in
the input-layer, to achieve a significantly better classifica-
tion of 3-image-sequence instances (bursts of 3-images) of
the camera-trap data.
Qualitatively, as observed in Figure 3, we observe that
the Optical Flow RGB mask is much better than the MOG2
mask as it contains the information about the direction of
motion in the sequence. However, quantitatively from Ta-
ble 2, we do not observe a considerable difference in the
test ROC AUC (in both scenarios) between the MOG2
mask based sequence models (MOG2-4-Channel, MOG2-
10-Channel) and Optical Flow RGB mask based sequence
models (OpticalFlow-6-Channel, OpticalFlow-15-Channel)
when concatenated across channels with the first image
(or all images) from the sequence. Further, we observe
that the OpticalFlow-Only (6-Channel) and OpticalFlow-
MOG2-Only (7-Channel) models perform better than the
corresponding Baseline models in both scenarios, though
they do not utilize any original image from the sequence,
and their input layers contain just the Optical Flow and
MOG2 masks. Also, we observe that OpticalFlow RGB
mask and MOG2 mask complement each other to pro-
vide better performance when both are concatenated to-
gether across the channels in the input layer, as seen in
the Hybrid-13-Channel model and the OpticalFlow-MOG2-
Only (7-Channel) model. The LSTM models provide a
small improvement over the Baseline models in both sce-
narios, and they are less effective compared to the channel-
concatenated sequence models. This could imply that the
LSTM models are less effective for short sequences, how-
ever, they may bemore effective for sequences of longer
length like the ones that are usually found in the Natural
Language Processing domain.
Practically, the camera-site based split scenario is more
suited for deployment as we can directly utilize the models
for unseen camera-sites. Moreover, we observed a signif-
icant improvement of about 20% in test ROC AUC com-
pared to its Baseline model in this scenario, indicating
that sequence-information through channel-concatenation
models is beneficial for image classification from unseen
camera-site deployments. Though OpticalFlow-MOG2-
only model provided the highest test ROC AUC of 0.93 in
this scenario, we prefer to utilize the Hybrid-13-Channel
model which provided an ROC AUC of 0.92, because this
is a very small performance difference, and it has a higher
potential as it uses an original image from the sequence as
well.
Overall, we think that the channel concatenation config-
uration in which both the OpticalFlow and MOG2 masks
are concatenated with an original image from the sequence,
Model Name Model Description Test ROC AUCUniform Split
Test ROC AUC
Camera-site based Split
Baseline Single-image based ResNet-152 0.85 0.72
LSTM LSTM cells over Baseline feature maps 0.88 0.76
MOG2-4-Channel Image1 + MOG2 mask 0.93 0.90
MOG2-10-Channel Image1 + Image2 + Image3 + MOG2 mask 0.95 0.92
OpticalFlow-6-Channel Image1 + Optical Flow RGB mask 0.95 0.92
OpticalFlow-15-Channel
Image1 + Image2 + Image3 +
Optical Flow RGB mask-1-2 +
Optical Flow RGB mask-2-3
0.95 0.91
Hybrid-13-Channel
Image1 + Image2 + Image3 +
Optical Flow RGB mask +
MOG2 mask
0.96 0.92
OpticalFlow-Only
(6-Channel)
Optical Flow RGB mask-1-2 +
Optical Flow RGB mask-2-3 0.90 0.92
OpticalFlow-MOG2-only
(7-Channel)
Optical Flow RGB mask-1-2 +
Optical Flow RGB mask-2-3 +
MOG2 mask
0.91 0.93
Table 2. Comparison of all the model performances on the held-out test-sets of both the uniform split scenario and the camera-site based
split scenario. We find that sequence-models perform significantly better over the Baseline model in both scenarios. We observe that the
Hybrid-13-Channel model results in high performance in both scenarios. Also, the OpticalFlow-Only and the OpticalFlow-MOG2-only
models (which do not have any original image from the sequence), outperform the Baseline model, which implies that the OpticalFlow and
MOG2 masks contain helpful sequence information.
like in the Hybrid-13-Channel model is best suited for our
problem, as it uses different forms of information (origi-
nal image along with Optical Flow and MOG2 masks), and
because it provides high ROC AUC on the test sets of both
scenarios, and especially in the uniform split scenario where
it provides best ROC AUC of 0.96.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
We observed that sequence-information concatenated
across channels with the input image provides a significant
improvement of about 11% and 20% in the test ROC AUC
over baseline single-image model with the same base CNN
architecture, in the uniform split scenario and the camera-
site based split scenario, respectively. Both Optical Flow
RGB mask and MOG2 mask seem to be almost equally
effective, but the Optical Flow RGB mask is qualitatively
slightly better than the MOG2 mask as it can indicate the di-
rection of motion as well. The Hybrid-13-Channel model
listed in Table 2 can be considered as the best sequence-
model as it provides the high test ROC AUC in both sce-
narios, and it uses different forms of information (origi-
nal image along with Optical Flow and MOG2 masks). As
our primary contribution in this paper, we demonstrate that
the sequence information present in 3-image-bursts can be
exploited with a simple channel-concatenation approach to
significantly improve the classification of camera-trap im-
ages data, which was hypothesized based on observing that
the animals may be hard to spot in individual images, but
are visible when observed in a short-burst of images. There-
fore, as a takeaway, we recommend future camera trap de-
ployments to consider collecting bursts of images instead of
single images.
Future research can expand this work to test whether
similar improvement can be observed in a multi-class
species classification setting. Future work can also con-
sider determining the optimal length of the sequence (num-
ber of images) in the burst, by experimenting with se-
quences of different length, which might be helpful for
appropriate camera trap deployments. Further, this work
could be expanded to determine if this approach of concate-
nating sequence-information channels helps in a detector-
based setting where models utilize strong-labels in terms of
bounding box or segmentation information.
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